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The month in view
Coming up………..

• Conservation & Sightings
• Reserve work & Projects
• Buffalo darting
• White lions of Kruger
• Vulture nest monitoring
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Volunteers with Askari in October were “The Killer Cats” and then 
“The Lucky bustards”. Volunteers were from England, France, 
Germany, The Netherlands, Scotland, Sweden and the USA. 

Remember to ‘Like’ the Askari Facebook page to receive daily sightings and project updates 
to your news feed http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme

Vulture nesting season

Sadly, African vultures face multiple threats
throughout their range from poisoning & power
line collisions to use in the illegal medicine
trade. The White-backed vulture is the most
common and widespread of them all across
Africa yet still, is listed as ‘Critically endangered’.

For this reason, each and every single vulture is
important and we monitor and share data on
the breeding success of our pairs. Females lay
just one egg in a season and the incubation is
shared with their mate for around 56 days. We
are now at the stage where we can see and
monitor the chicks and await their fledging
around November & December.

http://www.facebook.com/Askari.Wilderness.Conservation.Programme
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Reserve work & Projects
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Down in the buffalo camp we found an old barbed wire
fence for removal. It was quite different to any one we
had worked on before with hundreds of tiny squares all
stuck and tangled between the vegetation. It was quite
the job but we finally got it all out during 2 sessions and
it’s ready for pick-up with the tractor and flat bed.

Following a better rainy season in 2018/9 we are
ready to carry out some prescribed burns this
year. Fire is a natural and important part of the
system so we select certain areas for the burning
of moribund (dead organic matter). The team set
to work on clearing grass around our power lines
this month as a fire break when the time comes
for burning.

Work continued along the Selati River to remove
alien plant mimosa. It is native to South America
and doesn’t belong on Pidwa. Plants are cut and
then the exposed stumps painted with herbicide
to prevent re-growth. We are systematically
working our way along the Selati River.

Reserve clean up took place on Pidwa east with the collection of old wire, tyres and metal. The team also
cleaned out a water reservoir on Langa Langa ready to be re-filled with water for the animals. Tree
protection was re-vamped for a large knobthorn tree to keep it safe from elephant ring-barking.

We also tackled prickly pears (native to South
America) all across the reserve. Winter is a good
time to treat them as their bright green colour
helps them stand out against the brown bush.
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Remember to ‘follow’ us on Twitter to receive daily sightings and project tweets. Follow 
#Askarivolunteer

Buffalo darting
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Each day the breeding buffalo herd comes to a central boma within their area in order to feed.
Importantly, this gives Cedric the chance to count, check for new babies and health problems. This month
he noticed that one of the females was not interested in eating, only drank a little and also spent a lot of
time coughing. Vet Dr Rogers was called and the team joined him at the boma. Blood samples were taken
and sent off to the lab and she was given a drip to rehydrate as well as vitamins, antibiotics, anti-
inflammatories and tick treatment. A few days later she wasn’t looking much better and blood results had
shown a damaged liver. We’re happy to report that after receiving a second vet treatment she began to
respond to treatment and was soon back with the herd, feeding & drinking normally and taking regular
mud baths in our scorching October temperatures!

Dr Rogers was back later in the month to help us dart 2 of our bachelor boys. These were measured ready
for sale as a number of our younger bulls, that we won’t use for breeding, will go to other TB free buffalo
reserves.

Let’s start to have a look
at some of our sightings
from the month!
Hyaena and elephants
on Pidwa and a lioness
with cubs and a kill and
Leopard from Kruger
National Park.

Sightings
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Enjoy wildlife video action on the Askari You Tube channel. To join us in the 
sightings, simply follow http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP

Wildlife monitoring, Conservation & Sightings continued….
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Our timing couldn’t have been better as we came
around the corner to see cheetah males ‘Songo’ and
‘Sanana’ just off the road. No sooner had we stopped
the car than they bolted into the bush chasing a herd
of impala….they were on the hunt. There was a flurry
of activity and then everything went quiet. We moved
down the road a little to find one of them strangling
an impala, success! As we watched him, it seemed
strange that his brother hadn’t joined, or hadn’t even
been called to the kill. We began to suspect that
maybe he had a kill of his own. Sure enough, another
few hundred metres down the road, the second
brother also had an impala. An amazing sight to see
and a successful day for the cheetah brothers.

Continuing with the cats, we had lovely
sightings of the Askari pride during the
month. These photos were great captures
by Alice as dads ‘Maholo’ and ‘Mambana’
were on babysitting duty.

Female cheetah ‘Tillie’ continues to do well
in the wild. This month she really started to
mix up her diet and the kills we found her
with included an adult female nyala, a
juvenile male impala, 2 adult female impalas
and a female duiker

http://www.youtube.com/user/AskariWCP
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Read what other Askarians have to say or add your own review to Askari on Trip Advisor. 
http://www.tripadvisor.com and search ‘Askari Wilderness Conservation Programme’

The White lions of Kruger

We had already enjoyed an amazing day in the park on our monthly trip to Kruger. Just when we thought
it couldn’t get any better, we tried to leave! A FIRST EVER for Askari…..WHITE LIONS! After a day of
incredible luck, our day ended with a sighting of these extremely rare white lion cubs. So rare that they
are 2 of the world's only 4 white lions born, and currently living, in the wild. These cubs are members of a
pride called the "Birmingham pride" who hold their territory around the Orpen gate of Kruger National
Park, South Africa and the Timbavati Nature Reserve. This is the younger one, a female around 6 months.
The second cub is a male and already 12 months old. White lions were first discovered in 1938, owing to a
white gene pool unique to the greater Timbavati and Kruger area. It is the ONLY place in the world where
white lions occur naturally. The mating female AND male must both possess the recessive gene to
produce a white cub. The chance of both the adults having this gene is extremely uncommon.
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Statistically around only 50% of wild lion
cubs survive their first year. The survival
chances for the white ones are even lower.
Sadly, the majority of the world’s white
lions are being bred in captivity. In the
WILD however, there are only 4! A white
lion is NOT an albino, this is a common
misconception. They are ‘leucistic’ which
means they have a natural recessive gene
mutation that makes their fur white. The
skin and eyes still keep their natural
pigment (unlike albinism). They are NOT a
separate sub species (still a standard
Panthera leo!), and as such, do not need to
be bred in captivity as an endangered
species.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/

